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1. Original Submission
1.1. Recommendation
Major Revision
2. Comments to Author:
Here are my  speciﬁc suggestions and questions:
1. For abstract, I would suggest that the authors shorten the introduction words in Study Region but highlight the locations.
Meanwhile, content of New Hydrological Insights could be extended on validations of speciﬁc datasets.
2. I would also suggest that the authors adjust the structure of the 2 Case Study and 3 Methodology parts since 2 Case
Studies introduced observation data while 3.2 Used data (change to Data used or Data description?) described all other
datasets. From my  point of view, with a part introducing study basins and a part introducing data used would make the
paper better organized.
3. In lines 335-340, the authors state that ECMWF  and GEFS models have multiple advantages. Japanese and United
Kingdom’s models are also considered to be very competitive and would also be good choices for further analyses for the
authors. And they could also be expected to help with super-ensembles method. But it is more of a recommendation for
future steps rather than in this paper.
4. In lines 348-350, the authors state that no bias correction is applied and they believe the results would not affect
their objectives and conclusions. However, the ensemble pre-processing is considered to be very important to improve
the precipitation inputs. Because, the raw ensemble members should be in a relatively narrow range and often fail to
capture the precipitation observation. And thus, more reasoning or citations would be needed to validate the authors’
perspective.
5. For validation measurements, I would recommend the authors adding rank histograms or other similar measurements
since it is measuring the spread of the ensemble members which is also essential for ensemble forecasts.
In lines 474-476, the authors state that ensemble members might be giving more information compare to deterministic
forecast. However, based on Figure 3, the range of members ECMWF-pf or GEFS are both very wide. Is it still providing useful
information by seeing these wide ranges?
Also, I recommend the authors add a highlighted line of average of ensemble members in each plot if possible since many
validations are conducted based on mean value and it may  present the information more direct.In Figure 9 and Figure 10, for Estreito, there is an obvious pattern for the MAE  and mean CRPS (like a 3-step shape). Are
authors able to identify the reason(s) of this case? Is it due to some parameters in the hydrological model?
8. For Figures 12-14, how are the reliability diagram’s thresholds determined?
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9. General grammar mistakes and typos need to be corrected. Please carefully go over the whole paper and revise the
riting. Here several typos I caught:
In line 65, ‘?’ right after’with’;
In line 317 and line 327, ‘descript’ should be’described’?
In line 335,‘GEFs’ should be‘GEFS’;
In line 739,’ein’ should delete’e’.
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